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What is the internship?
This internship is geared toward young men and women who are passionate about serving
Christ, or individuals who think God might be calling them to serve Him as missionaries.
Partaking in this kind of short-term commitment can help you mature in your walk with Christ,
provide direction, and bring clarity.

This internship will provide a training environment in the context of regular, day-to-day
ministerial life. This will equip men aspiring to be leaders, missionaries, or pastors, and ladies
aspiring to be missionaries, teachers, or godly wives.

Immersion is the focus. This internship exists to saturate potential future missionaries into a
foreign context that will force them to think carefully about their gifting and the nature of
missions.

Men will have the opportunity to shadow seasoned missionaries in action. They will spend their
days serving in the local church and church plants, evangelizing, reading, writing, and
discussing missiological ideas.

Women will have the opportunity to glean wisdom from a missionary mother of 7. They will
spend their days teaching 3-6 year olds, serving in the church, learning and experiencing what it
practically looks like to be a homemaker and missionary wife.

Frequently asked questions:
1) Who is the ideal candidate for an internship?

a) A man preparing for or considering vocational ministry and already investing in
Bible college or seminary training.

b) An individual who is in need of practical experience and is not committed to a
ministry.

c) A lady interested in teaching at a Christian Preschool.
d) An IT geek/multimedia specialist wanting to put his skills to good use.

2) What are some things expected of the intern?
a) Teachability
b) Initiative
c) Church: attend the majority of ministry events at Trinity throughout the week
d) Evangelism, counseling, funerals: observe and escort the missionary during

some of these events
e) Family worship: observe family worship in the missionary home
f) Read and write about assigned books

3) How much would it cost?
a) $2,800 for three months (general estimate). Airfare, food and books are the

primary costs.
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b) Housing is provided for single men and women with utensils to prepare meals. All
interns must prepare their own meals except for the times when they will be
invited to have a meal with the Schlehleins. In such a case they will be informed
in time so as to plan for it.

c) No vehicle is needed
4) How long does the internship last?

a) Short track (summer break): 3 months
b) Extended track: 4-7 months

5) What are some books I'll be reading and reviewing?
a) Paul the Missionary, Schnabel
b) The St. Andrew's Seven, Piggen, Roxborogh
c) Just Do Something, DeYoung
d) John Paton Missionary to the Cannibals of the South Seas, Schlehlein
e) Father of Faith Missions, Dann
f) The Doctrine of Repentance, Watson
g) Let the Nations Be Glad, Piper

A Few helpful facts:
In a more typical short-term mission trip of a few days it’s possible for your entire time to be
spent in the “honeymoon phase”, and for the novelty of a new country and culture to be nothing
but pleasant. An internship of a few months will probably be different. Here are a few things you
might not expect:

- It’s not always going to be exciting. Some of the tasks we will ask you to do will be
mundane. Just remember 1 Cor. 10:31.

- Our days start really early, as early as 5 AM. If the rooster doesn’t wake you up, then the
children’s trumpets will surely do the job.

- The interns’ bedroom is small, and you will probably be sharing it with 1 or 2 other
interns.

- It’s pretty typical for people new to South Africa to find that they get more sick here than
they are used to… It’s not a problem with the water or anything like that (we have clean
water), it’s just that their immune system is not used to “African” viruses. One of the
more common of these illnesses is a particularly unpleasant “tummy bug.”

- The culture here is different. Some aspects of the culture here will probably be
frustrating, disheartening, or make you feel awkward.

- Communication with many people will be very difficult - about 8 out of 10 people know
how to speak English. Some who do speak it, speak it with a very thick accent, and
cultural barriers can add to difficulty communicating too.

- Expect a lot of waiting and a lot of things taking a whole lot longer than you’re used to.
- You won’t have a car while you are here. That can feel very limiting.
- The very best internet service provider in South Africa is slow by first world standards .
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- There is no Starbucks around here and if you are a coffee connoisseur, be prepared for
instant coffee being what’s on offer 10  times out of 10. Please bring coffee with you if
you plan to drink it a lot!

- Most South African homes (including the interns’ flats) have no air conditioning or central
heating. There are times when both would be very much appreciated! Summer days can
get up to 40ºC (104ºF) , and winter nights can get down to 6ºC (21ºF).

- There is no clothes dryer. That means that you will have to hang your clothes on the
clothes line to dry. Sometimes birds poop on them, sometimes a strong wind blows them
off the line and into the dirt or a neighbor starts burning their garbage and that leaves
your clothes smelling like smoke. During spring and summer, you will often have to take
your clothes off the wash line and find creative ways to dry them inside.

- There are insects and other creepy crawlies everywhere. This is more of a problem at
certain times of year. You can kill them, but there are usually more where those came
from. There are also quite a few mosquitoes in the spring and summer.

- You’re a sinner, and we all are too - we will probably sin against and irritate each other.

Commitment to Biblical Conflict Resolution:
Because we’re all sinners, we will very likely sin against each other (and quite possibly multiple
times!) during the course of this internship. Please commit to handling biblically any conflict that
may arise:

- If you have been sinned against, please approach the person in private and point out
their sin to them in a clear and gracious manner. Don’t bottle things up!

- Avoid gossip or “venting”. Talk only to those who are a part of the problem (as noted
above) or those who are a part of the solution (a select few whom you need counsel
from). When talking to those who are “part of the solution”, share only what information is
necessary (it’s often possible to get the counsel you need without mentioning names,
and often without mentioning every detail). Check your heart and calm yourself if you are
frustrated and worked up. Ask God for grace. Then proceed to carefully seek counsel in
a careful and constructive way, being very careful not to “tar and feather” anyone.

- Commit to carefully considering any criticism that is brought to you. Remember that we
are prideful and often blind to our own sin! It’s wise to consider long and hard and
prayerfully what others present to us, even if we’re quite convinced it’s not true at first.
Realize that an accusation may be true in part even if it is not in its entirety – don’t get
stuck on what’s inaccurate or overstated, but rather consider what may well be yours to
“own.”

- Confess and repent of any sin you are guilty of. Ask God’s forgiveness, ask forgiveness
of those you sinned against, and purposefully turn away from continuing in the sin.

- Scripture exhorts us to resolve conflict quickly. “Do not let the sun go down on your
anger”.

- Bear with others and consider them more important than yourself. Certain things, while
not wrong in and of themselves, can cause friction. Don’t consider your “right” to your
preferences to be more important than being considerate of others! A selfless
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(Christian!) approach to life will make many adjustments (even sacrifices) out of love for
others.

A Commitment to Submit to Leadership:
(for the Duration of your Internship)

During the time you are serving as an intern you will be under the authority of the Tiyani
Foundation leadership. You must commit to submit to their authority. This includes guidelines
directly related to your responsibilities (such as specifics about how we’d like certain things
done), but it also includes a few other rules related to your safety and well-being in general. The
last thing we want to do is exasperate you by throwing piles and piles of extra-biblical rules into
your lap! But there are a few rules we feel are essential to have in place:

- Ministry-related: There may be approaches to ministry we have in place that don’t make
sense to you or you don’t think are best. Remember though: we have been doing this
longer, we know this country and its cultures, and we will continue serving in this ministry
once you leave! We will need you to submit to our leadership in all aspects of ministry.

- Travel-related: Because crime is what it is in South Africa, one must be careful with
travel. For your safety and our peace of mind, whenever you travel we ask that you let us
know where you are going and when to expect you back. If you would like to go for a run
or walk, generally we ask you to do so in groups, during the day,

- Guest-related: Please do not invite people over without notifying us. Remember, this is
our home. Please ask for permission before you invite anyone over.

- Opposite genders are never allowed in each other’s flats and bedrooms unless
maintenance work is being done or tours are being given. In these situations, advance
notice will be given as is practical.

- Dating-related: Because you are only here for a short season, you don’t know the
culture, and you are here to be focused on ministry, it’s unlikely that dating while you’re
here would be wise. However, we are aware that a fire might be sparked between two
godly singles while on a short-term mission trip, and are not necessarily opposed to it,
depending on the details of the individual situation. The bottom line: You may only date
with the approval of the Tiyani Foundation leadership, and if we do approve you dating
while you are here, it will only be allowed within certain guidelines e.g. Your parents must
be involved.

- Drug-related: While you are serving with Tiyani, we expect you to abstain from the use of
any drugs (legal or illegal), including (but not limited to) the consumption of alcohol or
use of tobacco products. This expectation applies for the duration of your time with us,
whether or not you are on our property and regardless of your age.

- Miscellaneous: As stated above, our goal is not to burden you with rules. That said, if we
strongly believe something is essential for your good or the good of the ministry here, we
will insist on it.
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Dresscode:
General guide

- All interns will be expected to dress modestly and appropriately at all times.
- Some Tsongas do not strive to be modest. We want to be a shining example to them.
- Try to pack as light as you can. Repeating an outfit 3 times a week is common practice

here.
- Do not bring your fanciest clothes. You will not need them.
- Pack some work clothes i.e. clothes you paint/scrub/get dirty in.

Men

- Pack long pants to wear outside of the yard. You may not wear shorts to church services
and Bible studies.

Ladies

- You have to wear dresses and skirts only (knee length and longer).

We take these commitments very seriously and expect you to do the same. As
missionaries and as foreigners, we are watched and observed at all times. If you are not
able to agree to upholding these commitments, please do not apply to intern with us. You
may just be coming for a short time, but Lord willing, many of our staff members will be
living and serving in South Africa long term and these rules are in place to help us honor
Christ and protect the ministry God has given us.
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